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Abstract: The naive low energy eective action of the tachyon and the U(1) gauge
eld obtained from string eld theory does not correspond to the world volume action of
unstable branes in bosonic string theory. We show that there exists a eld redenition
which relates the gauge eld and the tachyon of the string eld theory action to the elds
in the world volume action of unstable branes. We identify a string gauge symmetry
which corresponds to the U(1) gauge transformation. This is done to the rst non-linear
order in the elds.
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1. Introduction
Recent works have shown that string eld theory is useful to understand the physics
of tachyon condensation [1]. In bosonic string theory, the decay of the D 25-brane has
been shown to correspond to the rolling of the tachyon of open bosonic string theory
down to a new stationary point in the tachyon potential. The analysis of the tachyon
potential was carried out using string eld theory. It was also seen that level truncation
is a good approximation scheme for the calculation of the value of the minimum of the
tachyon potential and the physics of solitons in the potential [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The
level truncation seems to be a good approximation scheme in superstring eld theory
[9, 10, 11, 12].
As the D 25-brane has completely decayed at the new stationary point of the tachyon
potential, there should be no dynamical open string degrees of freedom. In particular
the U(1) gauge eld should no longer be dynamical. It was conjectured in [1] that
at this stationary point the eective action does not have a kinetic term for the U(1)
gauge eld. In fact the term multiplying the kinetic term was argued to be the tachyon
potential [13]. This would render this eld auxiliary. It was also suggested it would
be interesting to see this phenomenon directly from string eld theory. The diculty
with the direct evaluation of the coecient of the kinetic term of the gauge eld using
string eld theory is the problem of eld redenition.
We will now state this problem. Consider eliminating all the massive modes and the
auxiliary elds of the string eld using the equations of motion. We obtain the eective
action S( ~A; ~) as a function of the U(1) gauge eld and the tachyon ~ at the tree level.
Can we identify the gauge eld ~A and the tachyon ~ with that of the gauge eld of
the D25-brane and its tachyon, and thus obtain the eective action of the D25-brane
from string eld theory ? A string eld  has the following gauge transformation in
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string eld theory
 = QB +   Ψ −Ψ   (1.1)
Here , the innitesimal gauge parameter is a string eld of ghost number zero and
‘’ is the star product in string eld theory. Let us call the U(1) eld present in the
expansion of  as ~A. Then, it is clear that ~A does not transform as
 ~A = @ (1.2)
The transformation property of ~A has extra terms arising from the non-Abelian like
transformation property of the string eld . Therefore the gauge eld that appears in
the low energy eective LagrangianA which has the conventional gauge transformation
property cannot be identied with ~A. Thus the naive low energy eective action
S( ~A; ~) cannot be identied with the world volume action of the unstable brane.
It must be possible to nd a relationship between A and ~A and  and ~. This
will involve a eld redenition
~A = ~A(A; ); ~ = ~(A; ) (1.3)
It also involves the identication of the string eld  which corresponds to the conven-
tional gauge transformation property of A. In this paper we show that it is indeed
possible to nd such a relationship at the rst non-linear level in the elds. To do
this we use methods developed to identify general coordinate transformation and anti-
symmetric tensor gauge transformation as a set of string eld theoretic symmetries
developed for the non-polynomial closed string eld theory by [15]1.
The fact that gauge eld of the low energy eective action involves not only ~A
but also other elds is important in determining the coecient of the kinetic term of
A from string eld theory. Determining the naive kinetic term of ~A is not enough.
This eld redenition involved in relating A and ~A is also important in determining
terms of the non-Abelian Dirac Born Infeld action from string eld theory as done in
[4]. This would help in understanding the discrepancy in gauge invariance which arose
in trying to determining the coecients of certain terms in the non-Abelian Dirac Born
Infeld action from string eld theory.
1The author thanks A. Sen for pointing out this reference.
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Thus it seems dicult to compare the eective action S( ~A; ~) obtained from string
eld theory with the world volume action of unstable branes and verify the claims of
[13]. It still must be possible to see if U(1) gauge eld is no longer dynamical from
string eld theory. To this end, it is of interest to calculate the two point functions of
all vector particles at the tachyon condensate [16] using level truncation. Preliminary
results indicate there there is no physical excitations till level eight in the action. It is
of interest to compare with the situation in p-adic string theory [14]. The kinetic terms
for the translationaly zero modes of the soliton in p-adic string thoery disappears after
eld redenition at the new stationary point2.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we review Witten’s bosonic
open string eld theory [17] to set up our notations and conventions. We use the
formulation of describing string eld theory in arbitrary background eld developed
by [18] and [19]. Then we show the existence of the eld redenition (1.3). We also
identify the set of string eld theory transformations which correspond to the gauge
transformation of the U(1) gauge eld in the low energy eective action. These are
shown to exist at the rst non-linear order in the elds. In section 3 we review of how
the the free action for the tachyon and the gauge eld arises from string eld theory. In
section 4 we obtain the eective action S( ~A; ~) by eliminating all other massive and
auxiliary elds. In section 5 we derive the constraint equations for eld redenition. In
section 6 we write down the consistency conditions which should be identically satised.
In section 7 we verify the consistency conditions are identically satised and in section
8 we show the existence of the solutions for the consistency conditions and thus prove
the existence of the eld redenition up to the rst nonlinear order in the elds. This
also identies the string eld theory transformation which corresponds to the gauge
transformation of the U(1) eld of the low energy eective action.
2. Review of string eld theory
The open string eld theory action is given by





hI  (0)QB(0)i + 1
3
hf1  (0)f1  (0)f3  (0)i

(2.1)
2The author thanks A. Sen for pointing this out
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g is the open string coupling constant. QB is the BRST charge, and by h : i we mean
correlation functions evaluated in the SL(2; R) vacuum h0j : j0i Here  stands for the
vertex operator in the conformal eld theory of the rst quantized open string theory
with ghost number one. Using the standard state to operator mapping the eld 
creates the state ji out of the SL(2; R) vacuum.
ji = (0)j0i (2.2)
As  has ghost number one, the Hilbert space of the rst quantized open string theory
including the b and c ghost elds is restricted to ghost number one. f (z) denotes the
conformal transformation of the eld  by the map f(z). For example if  is a primary
eld of weight h then f  (z) = (f 0(z))h(f(z)). The conformal transformations














f2(z) = F (f1(z)); f3(z) = F (f2(z));
F (z) = − 1
1 + z
; I(z) = −1
z
It is convenient to work in a given basis of the Hilbert space of the rst quantized




r denotes the various elds as well as momenta. The subscript 1 in j1;ri stands for
the ghost number. In terms of this basis the string eld theory action is given by










rst r s t

(2.5)
Here summation over the repeated indices is implied. ~A(2)rs and
~A
(3)
rst are given by
~A(2)rs = hI  1;r(0)QB1;s(0)i (2.6)
~A
(3)
rst = hf1  1;r(0)f2  1;s(0)f3  1;t(0)i
The vertices ~A(2)rs and
~A
(3)











The string eld theory action has a large gauge symmetry. The innitesimal gauge
transformation law of  s is given by






A(2)r = hc2;rjQBj0;i (2.9)
A(3)rs =

hf1  c2;r(0)f2  1;s(0)f3  0;(0)i
− hf1  c2;r(0)f2  0;(0)f3  1;s(0)i

(−1)nr+ngr
where nr and n
g
r denotes the fact that j1;ri is an nrth level secondary in the matter
sector, and ngrth level secondary in the ghost sector. hc2;rj is conjugate to the state
j1;ri, that is
hc2;rj1;si = rs (2.10)
In addition to the gauge symmetries, the string eld theory action has a ‘trivial’ sym-
metry of the form
 r = Krs(f g) S
 s
(2.11)
where Krs is an antisymmetric in r and s and is a function of the components  r. It
is easy to verify that this is a symmetry of the action. This symmetry will play an
important role in the eld redenition.
3. Free action of the tachyon and the gauge eld
In this section we review how to obtain the free action of the tachyon and the gauge
eld as a warm up exercise for the next sections. We work out the action for the rst










Here ~ corresponds to the tachyon, ~A the U(1) gauge eld. We will see below that
F (k) an auxiliary eld. By
R
dk we mean the
R
d26k, the state jki denotes eikX(0)j0i.
Substituting this expansion in (2.5) and keeping only the quadratic vertices we obtain
the following action for the rst two levels.





~(−k)(2k2 − 1)~(k) + ~A(−k)(2k2) ~A(k) (3.2)
−2F (−k)F (k) + 4k ~A(−k)F (k)
i
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We are working in the units 0 = 2. The gauge transformation of these elds can be
determined by using (2.8). Restricting to only the linearized gauge transformation that
is, only terms from A(2)r in (2.8) we obtain
 ~(k) = 0 (3.3)
 ~A(k) = −2k(k)
F (k) = 2k2(k)
Here (k) is the innitesimal gauge parameter. The quadratic piece of the action in
(2.5) is invariant under linearized gauge transformation. It is easy to verify the action
in (3.2) is invariant under the transformation of (3.3)
The auxiliary eld F (k) can be eliminated using the equations of motion
F (k) = −k ~A(k) (3.4)
On eliminating F (k), the action reduces to that of the tachyon with the standard kinetic
term for the U(1) gauge eld. It is given by
S = − 1
g2
Z
dk ~(−k)(2k2 − 1)~(k) + ~A(−k)(2k2) ~A(k) − 2 ~A(−k)kk ~A(k)

(3.5)
Let us now dene the gauge parameter i(k) = 2(k) , the gauge transformation of the
U(1) eld ~A(k) is given by
 ~A(k) = ik(k) (3.6)
Now it is clear that at the free level the tachyon ~ and the gauge eld ~A(k) can be
identied with the tachyon (k) and the gauge eld A(k) of the low energy eective
action.
4. Elimination of the massive and auxiliary elds
Let us rst obtain the low energy eective action in terms of the tachyon ~ and the
U(1) gauge eld ~A. We do this by eliminating all other the massive elds and auxiliary
elds in the string eld  using their equations of motion. Of course such an eective
action is valid only to tree level.
We divide the string elds  r into two kinds.  r;  s : : : stand for the tachyon ~(k)
and ~A(k) including their momentum index. The elds  a;  b : : : stand for higher string
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modes, auxiliary elds and their momenta. Solving for  a in terms of  r up to the rst
non-linear order in the elds we obtain
 a = E
(0)
ar  r +
1
2
E(1)ars r s +O( 
3) (4.1)
where E(0)ar and E
(1)
ars are determined from the equation of motion for  a. E
(1)
ars is sym-































To solve these equations we need ~A
(2)
ab to be invertible. The zero eigen modes of this
operator arises from BRST exact states. So we restrict ourselves to states which are
not BRST exact to ensure that the operator ~A
(2)
ab is invertible. The linearized equation
of motion for  r now becomes
~A(2)sr  r +
~A(2)sa E
(0)
ar  r = 0 (4.3)






The gauge transformation of  r up to the rst nonlinear order can be written down as








as ) s +O( 
2) (4.5)
It is clear from this gauge transformation, that  r does not have the same gauge
transformation property of the U(1) gauge eld or that of the tachyon, because of the
non-linear terms. The conventional low energy eective action of open bosonic string
theory has the tachyon denoted by (k) and the gauge eld, A(k), The action should
be invariant under the following transformation
(k) = 0 A = ik(k); (4.6)
where (k) is the gauge transformation parameter. Let us call these low energy elds
as i. The index i labels the tachyon, the gauge eld and their momenta. Let the gauge
parameters of these elds be labelled by . It must be possible to relate  r to i so
that i has the gauge transformation given by (4.6). It also must be possible to relate
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the U(1) gauge invariance of the low energy action to a a string eld theory gauge
transformation. We show that this is possible in the next section. We use the method
developed by [15] for eld redenition in the closed non-polynomial string eld theory.
We account for the elimination of all the massive and auxiliary elds and the fact that
we are dealing with open string eld theory. We verify the consistency conditions for
eld redenitions in open string eld theory.
5. Field redenition
In this section we nd the conditions which need to be satised to redene the elds
that appear in the string eld theory action to that which appear in the low energy
eective action. Let us relate  r and i by the following general formula up to the rst
non linear order









The gauge parameter  is related to the gauge parameters of the low energy elds by






In addition to the gauge symmetry of the string eld theory action, the action is also
invariant under the transformation













at  t) +O( 
2)
Where we have used the fact that we have eliminated the elds  a using the equation
of motion. We have kept terms only up to linear order in the elds. We now assume








Substituting (5.5) in the variation obtained from (5.1) we get










Now from (4.5), (2.8) , (5.3), (5.4) we obtain
























































































Where we have introduced a complete set of gauge transformations f() g and a com-
plete set of eld congurations f(m)i g We have already seen in the previous section




 such that (5.8) is satised. It remains to be seen






rs such that (5.9) can be satised. It is easy to
extend these constraint equations to higher orders in elds. There are obstructions to
this. These obstructions can arise if under some conditions (5.9) reduces to equations
involving known quantities which should be satised identically. In the next section we
will enumerate them.
6. Consistency conditions for eld redenition
There are three consistency conditions in all for the (5.9). We will enumerate each
of them in the following subsections. These are similar to the consistency conditions
found in [15] for the closed string. The dierence being that we have eliminated all the
auxiliary and massive elds using equations of motion and we are dealing with open
string eld theory.
6.1. Condition A
Divide the complete set of elds f(m)i g to 2 sets f^(m^)i g and f( m)i g. The set f^(m^)i g























i 6= 0 for some s
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 6= 0 for some i
Thus f^(^) g are those gauge transformations for which there is no variation in the elds
i. The index r is divided also to two sets into BRST invariant and non-invariant states
given by
h^c2;rjQB = 0 hc2;rjQB 6= 0 (6.3)
Now restrict the indices r;m;  in (5.9) to r^; m^ and ^. The terms involving C(1) and




r^ = 0 (6.4)














i = 0 (6.5)
This involves all known coecients and should be satised identically.
6.2. Condition B
The next obstruction arises because of C
(1)
rij is symmetric in i and j. Restrict the index
r in (5.9) to be r^. The term involving D(1) drops out because of (6.4). Take 
(m)
j to be




′ . Then term involving K



































































a = hI  1;sQ2B0;i = 0 (6.7)
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To arrive at the above relation we have used completeness and Q2B = 0. We also use
the fact correlations vanish except when saturated by elds with total ghost number




















































 ) = 0 (6.9)
6.3. Condition C
We now nd the third and nal obstruction. This is due to the antisymmetry of K(1)rs
in r and s. In (5.8) choose the index  to be ^. Then by (6.2) the term involving C(1)



















































Where we have used (4.4). Now using the fact that ~A(2) is a symmetric matrix and





















































As K(1)rs is antisymmetric in r and s, the symmetric component in r and s should be





























i ) = 0 (6.12)
7. Verication of the consistency conditions
In this section we show that each of the consistency conditions found in the previous
section is satised identically for the open superstring theory.
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7.1. Condition A
Let us rst verify that equation (6.5) is satised. Dene
jΨ^ ^(m)1 i = C(0)si ^(m^)i j1;si + E(0)as C(0)si ^(m^)i j1ai (7.1)
Now
h1;rjQBjΨ^ ^(m)i = C(0)si ^(m^)i ( ~A(2)rs + ~A(2)ra E(0)as ) = 0 (7.2)
Where we have used (6.1). Also from (4.2) we have
h1;ajQBjΨ^ ^(m)i = C(0)si ^(m^)i ( ~A(2)as + ~A(2)ab E(0)bs ) = 0 (7.3)
This implies that jΨ^(^m)i is a BRST invariant state.
QBjΨ^ ^(m)i = 0 (7.4)
Now dene
j^ ^()i = D(0) ^(^) j0;i (7.5)
We use (5.8) and (6.2) to show
hc2;rjQBj^
































Where we have used (4.4) and (6.2). From (7.6) and (7.7) we obtain that j^ ^()i is a
BRST invariant state.
QBj^ ^()i = 0 (7.8)
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Using denitions (7.1), (7.5) and (2.9) the consistency condition (6.5) reduces to
hf1  ^cr^f2  ^
^()f3  Ψ^ ^(m)i − hf1  ^cr^f2  Ψ^
^(m)f3  ^ ^()i = 0 (7.9)
As all the eld in (7.9) are BRST invariant elds, if any of them is BRST exact, then
the equation is automatically satised. Therefore we have to look for BRST invariant
but not BRST exact elds. The linearized gauge transformation parameter for the
tachyon eld is zero. Thus by standard BRST analysis the only gauge transformation
we have is that for the photon. This is given by j^ ^()i = j0i The ghost number one
elds in the formula (7.9) can by the on shell tachyon jΨ^ ^(m)i = c1jki with k2 = 1=2,
the mass shell condition. Or it is the on shell gauge eld given by jΨ^ ^(m)i = c1−1jki
with k = 0 and k
2 = 0. The conjugate elds in (7.9) are the elds conjugate to
the on shell tachyon and the on shell gauge eld. We can have hchatrj = hkjc−1c0 with
k2 = 1=2, or we have hchatrj = hkjc−1c0−1a with ak = 0 and k2 = 0. Evaluating
the left hand side of (7.9) with any of these states it can be seen that it is zero. Thus
the consistency condition (6.5) is identically satised.
7.2. Condition B




























Here we have used (5.8), (2.9) and completeness. Thus the consistency condition (6.9)
can be written as
hf1  cr^(0)f2  ()(0)f3 QB(
′)(0)i − hf1  cr^(0)f2 QB(
′)(0)f3
()(0)i − ($ 0)
(7.11)
Now, one can deform the contour of QB in the rst set of term so that it will act on
. This is because jcr^i is BRST invariant. Then, the rst set of term cancel against
the second set of terms. Thus the consistency condition (6.9) is satised identically.
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7.3. Condition C
Finally we analyze the third consistency condition (6.12). Dene
jΨ(m)i = C(0)tj (m)j j1;ti + E(0)at C(0)tj (m)j j1;ai =  (m)t jΨ1;ti +  (m)a jΨ1;ai (7.12)

































a + (m$ m0) = 0
Where we have used the linearized equation of motion of  (m)a and (4.2). Now one can






































a + (m$ m0) = 0







b = 0 (7.15)
We are justied in using the linear equations of motion because the terms in (6.12) are
quadratic in the elds. Adding (7.13) and (7.14) and using completeness, the constraint
(6.12) becomes 
hf1 QBΨ(m)(0)f2  ^ ^()(0)f3  Ψ(m′)(0)i − (7.16)
hf1 QBΨ(m)(0)f2  Ψ(m′)(0)f3  ^ ^()(0)i

+ (m$ m0) = 0
One can now deform the contour of QB in the rst set of terms so that it acts on
jΨ(m′)i. It does not act on on j^ ^()i as it is BRST invariant. In deforming the contour
one picks up minus sign, and another minus sign as QB crosses Ψ
(m). Now these rst
set of terms cancel against the second set of terms. Thus (6.12) is satised identically.
We have shown that all the consistency conditions found in the previous section for
solving (5.9) are satised identically.
8. Existence of eld redenition
In this section we show that there exists C(1) andD(1) which solve (5.9). This establishes
that there exists a eld redenition such that in the new set of elds the tachyon and
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the U(1) gauge eld corresponds to the elds seen in the low energy eective action to
the rst non-linear order in the elds. This also establishes the existence of a string
gauge transformations which corresponds to the U(1) gauge transformation of the low
energy eective action.
In this section we will closely follow [15]. We outline the steps involved for com-
pleteness. We divide the situations to three cases
8.1. Case A: r 2 r
Let us consider the case when r belongs to the type r. Then A
(2)
r has This implies that
A
(2)
r has a right inverse Ms
A
(2)
rMs = rs (8.1)









j  − A(2)rD(1)ii (8.2)
− (A(3)rs + A(3)raE(0)as )D(0)C(0)si i +K(1)rs( ~A(2)st + ~A(2)sa E(0)at )C(0)ti () (m)i

8.2. Case B: r 2 r^,  2 r
In this case the term involving D(1) in (5.9) vanishes because of (6.3). Since the index




 has a left inverse Nj which satises
NiSi′ = ′ (8.3)





























It can be shown [15] that one can choose a basis for the elds fig such that the C(1)
obtained from the above equation is symmetric in i and j.
8.3. Case C: r 2 r^,  2 ^, m 2 m
The case r 2 r^,  2 ^ and m 2 m^ is already covered in (6.5). We have shown in such
a case the consistency condition is satised identically. So, the case which remains is
r 2 r^,  2 ^ and m 2 m. In this case the terms involving C(1) and D(1) drop from (5.9)
due to (6.2) and (6.3) respectively. The matrix Ts m given by













Then the matrix Ts m has a left inverse U mr given by
U mrTrn =  mn (8.6)





 = −(A(3)r^s + A(3)^aE(0)as )D(0)C(0)sj ^(^) ( m)i U mt (8.7)
Notice that only the projection of K
(1)
r^t onto the space spanned by ^
(^)
 is determined.
The other components can be chosen to be arbitrary. It can also be shown that the
K(1)rs can be chosen in such a way that it is antisymmetric in r and s [15].
This completes the proof of the existence of eld redenition of the tachyon and
the gauge eld so that they can be identied with the elds that appear in the low
energy eective action. This also determines a string gauge transformation,  which
corresponds to the U(1) gauge transformation,  of the low energy elds.
9. Conclusions
We have seen that the naive low energy eective action S( ~A; ~) does not correspond
to the world volume action of unstable branes. To obtain the world volume action from
string eld theory, one has to redene the tachyon and the gauge eld. We have shown
that this is possible to the rst non-linear order in the elds. We have also identied a
string eld theory gauge symmetry which corresponds to the U(1) gauge transformation
of the gauge eld which appears in the low energy eective action. These considerations
help in understanding the discrepancy of gauge invariance obtained for certain terms
in the non-Abelian Dirac Born Infeld action of [4].
It is easy to see that the low energy eective action on unstable branes contains not
only the trivial U(1) gauge symmetry, but a large gauge symmetry arising from the
large gauge symmetry of string eld theory. It would be interesting to understand this
symmetry further.
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